Tenor Sax

Scramble From The Apple

Wardell Gray’s Solo from His “Proper Records”
Release “The Wardell Gray Story” 190 bpm

Transcribed by
Charles McNeal

190 BPM
CHANGES

A\n(\n\nD7\n\n Am\n(\n\nD7\n\n G7\n\n C\n\n M7\n\n C\n\n #\n\n Dim

[5]  G  A\n(\n\n M  Bm  E7(#9)\n\n[5]  G  A\n(\n\n M  D7(#9)  G\n\n[6]  Dm\n\n G7

C\n\n A7\n\n D7

[6]  Am\n(\n\n D7\n\n Am\n(\n\n D7\n\n G7\n\n C\n\n M7\n\n C\n\n #\n\n Dim

[5]  G  A\n(\n\n M  D7(#9)\n\n G
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